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Abstract

In this note, we present the results of the calibration on temperature measurement of the DCU chips mounted on 
preshower hybrids. There are totally 71 samples used to collect the data. With an external temperature reference, 
each DCU can be calibrated with an temperature offset constant obtained. 

 1 Introduction
The Preshower detectors use DCU chips to monitor envi-
ronment parameters, such as electric voltage, temperature, 
humidity and etc. Although each DCU chip reports a 
measurement of temperature in unit of degree of Celsius, 
it is found that different offsets of measurement exist 
among DCU sensors. Therefore, we performed a calibra-
tion work with a few DCU chips with respect to an inde-
pendent thermal sensor. The DCUs are mounted on the 
preshower hybrids that are assembled with silicon sensors 
and their supporting structures to form the so-called 
micro-modules.  A picture of a preshower micro-module 
is shown in Fig. 1. The PACE chip (upper) and DCU chip 
(lower) can be seen on top of the hybrid. 

 

Figure 1. Picture of a preshower micro-module.



 2 Methodology
The DCU measures temperature (TDCUraw) and can be read out from it directly. A Labview code was used to initialize 
and read out the DCU temperature.  To compare and calibrate the DCU temperature, we used a temperature sensor, 
Platinum resistance thermometers (PRTs or Pt1000), as a reference. The resistance of Pt1000 corresponds to the 
formula of 

 R = 1000 + TPt  * 3.85, 

where TPt is the temperature Pt1000 measures in Celsius. The Pt1000 is simply attached on the surface of the DCU 
chip to measure the chip temperature. From the DCU calibration work of SMB, we learned that the thermal grease 
does not make significant difference. Also it will be difficult to clean up the grease on hybrids with all the wire-
bonds around. We did try to apply some force to make sure the close contact between Pt1000 and DCU.

One of the micro-module, hybrid-id-341 and DCU-id-37F99D, was used to measure the temperature turn-on 
curve as well as the offset value with respect to the measured temperature from Pt1000.  The measurement was per-
formed in the clean room in building 186 with the constantly controlled temperature and humidity. The results are 
shown in Figure 2(left) for temperature turn-on curve. Figure 2(right) shows the offset between 2 measurements 
versus time, thus we know that the difference between DCU and Pt1000 is constant at least within certain tempera-
ture period. From the results shown, we could obtain the offset calibration constant by

 Coffset =  TDCUraw - TPt .

For this particular DCU the Coffset is 14 degree.

 3 Statistics
There are 70 micro-modules used for gathering the statistics of the DCU calibration. For these batch of the sample, a 
DCU and Pt1000 readout was made right after the routine module testing program, rather than measuring the whole 
turn-on curve. These data were often taken between 3 minutes and 30 seconds to 4 minutes after the test program 
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Figure 2. (left) Temperature measurement from DCU and Pt1000. (right) The difference between DCU and 
Pt1000 as a function of time.

 Coffset = (TDCUraw - TPt )TDCUraw TPt



started. Figure 3(left) shows the DCU chip temperature measured by Pt1000. The temperature is fairly stable, within 
0.5 degrees from average value for most of the cases. Figure 3(right) shows the temperature difference Coffset also the 
calibration constants. A spread of distribution, with mean at 13.7 degree and RMS of 3.2 degree, among DCUs, were 
observed. These temperature differences will be the calibration constant for each DCU when analyzing the tempera-
ture data.

Besides the data we have shown above, there is a DCU readout made with the data stored every time an opera-
tor runs the micro-module testing program. The readout routine is mostly called 1 minute and 50 seconds after the 
program is activated. Therefore by assuming the average temperature is the same, within half of degree,  we could 
already calibrate all the modules to the same assumed temperature. Figure 4(left) shows the DCU readout (TDCU-

raw)from the test program among the same group of 71 DCUs. We use the Coffset obtained early to obtain the cali-
brated DCU temperature (TDCUcalib) by

 TDCUcalib = TDCUraw - Coffset .

The results of TDCUcalib is shown in Fig 4(right). The majority of the DCUs show similar temperature, within half 
of degree from 24.5 degree C.  Therefore, we could simply use 24.5 as a target to calibrate all the rest of DCU if  the 
data was taken with the routine test program.

4 Summary
In summary, we have gathered 71 preshower micro-module for the DCU temperature measurement calibration. The 
results show that we could simply use the data recorded from the routine test program and calibrate them to a refer-
ence temperature of 24.5 degree Celsius. The majority of the DCUs will be within half of degree of accuracy with 
some extreme case up to 1.5 degrees.  
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Figure 3 (left) The TPt as a function of time after the test program turned on; (right) distribution of 
Coffset for the 71 samples.
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 Appendix 

1. Snapshot of Labview program 

Figure 4 (left) The raw DCU temperature data recorded from module testing program; (right) 
calibrated DCU temperature data which shows consistent temperature during module testing.

TDCUraw (C) TDCUcalib (C)


